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Tlh.e rDeSiin fe gulatr;n,, ulles
I rt dJ i
"{3( i1(.'sl spnq, !.nivcl 's'tL. of al "r:7' .T. T rm L ,) rat-,y.
Ilt Y'(3t.'. t1C nl
T"e rcar I for nrits to !s gn reo] a try v,']e in r''r ln i'prov·'
rful ation -is an ol ,ne, lt !,nt rlO! o'as n' l\/ ii,,ur,-,t fonr,-;ard one
practicl y,' troug,.: eregul ati o. C' ...I... o: S, r?gul ter s still
ar'!her I to l t 'esa' I sh ' ,nu rt t raCti and rnostl . v l.t. t
aci ' iany {cades. E conom)sts i ht to xi ,ai ni fnortcoigiP \
t , 'ona l) ica ' i tvi c e xc ' egj lt-ory r-i e is a4-hg"?~~'l i. -.. ,e xc usil.r, prin.,ii - r 7 ;l t !, l a t ir
puiblic Hood..e w ver, professional ppnnle arly ever apn,, teir
principles to teir on , ,or-! So ecconoi sts t! 'ard, v..r! at nO !irr C.
pec.un i ary ret:rd. Henc ,ne In' con ject.ur- th' at c-!s5E.i:i ^ .f1gul. a rt
rules contains intrinsic difficlitis. c alsee ( impressive r y
illustrates this oint. 'n the other har:!' h'e also sowsS tat a vari et
of regul-:tory ec-;anicm.s 'ave been pvopos ' o-S IC t r some r tason or
ot'er are, all i.lrsat sfctc;" tf t'h cnlt . So -fr te ,i .l.t.
crviic t, pLu'.i'c lrecsni i:n!a"'s eit.,r,
A ele.'tory, t!Ile can he, vi e.'-. as part of the property i ''-s str.ucture
rnposc., o an 4 nut! . i ierlan t t . s on i n gso 1 i !
usedli to caracte-ze th ,- Stabl ishing f r,''u:-l l'tor '!-i es. Th!a.t m.ons
t:y are a sub.set of th!e , rles -Fr ctions i the econy; a a
'.lSole. ::,;ut, .toe'eas rperty LrjhtS efined on co mo;: di. Oities are
;xco ?al;, l e hto,/1eln eco3icu!'rn ;irtntS pF.''l . 1 q, s .-frc s "m i sa ' -
I.i rct ci m '.s. I .r1itr.:?ti n them invo1/ts e.. ator/ agenci: s
,lr'!iattr. T is f - ,t . .r . t+;o tr ) lcatio-, !-nr- .;echlani srs
.i5SclSs' e -. C 'C t All oc-. '.h'i- cs'sh
sr!o3Si:;?,e!, to gov ern all '",a;7 fts -t.+ the s 3i9q t.im!e, '!1i 1 a reql 1la t; o ^ r !
el i.erte y appl es t," onie n:.ra''et r? " In ,oio so. one tal'r's the
perfo c  lcee of cot.r t :r~lets ., i vierln. -re T S', co'tl o 3st isi. 1 in t i £
sftlnS is ass!urte-' to he so1lv'd ' c't:osin! t'h.e scTon e of apl icati on of 
regul tory r tll e.
In S-ctio i.e start J sttirl lt a :as i rationa1le fnr regulatnry
rules std n thl. teoTr. o f agency. T'olg' fr f-o;l tein rn alistic it
provid!fdes a. ta.eoff oint to acc.nt th ie n'.nal s of regiul.-tion iy rules as a
gi ve.:. S-CtS"r 3 th "51n" i nt j'Uces a nrll!.r OF pstu!l:tes '",1 ic! reillatnrv
ru los s':oul d oW,?. : Uona'. '..rern.c to thnc, '!o.l,z1 lead! to reotllator-" fail t.-re
inl a s -s" talt co rtnoists may ar upon. On the rtr a, possi'iy
not all o f '" . f-lFe d; at t he s!amn i me. .!Iona, l]erence t an/
single r e does not tnecess.rirly -aLe. reoqlllatqin infe asi ,] e. Te, indeedS
in a ncondf: 3est !:annmer relatra-.rs could often :o he':fter by violating
other oosti!lates as ,-l11. *J e , e. us? th. first s't of s-ev en
,.)ostul ates to disting!isln regijtory rules frol t.t'-r t.s of gvrnt ....ntt
intervention an,' to indicate ,when siC'i r.Ales m'ay, anr op-r iatT tools.
In articJlar, tlhe isc ss i o c lhse n stu atcs rsvea s tlhe a dvr, se
'There is l,;ayS a state contingent belhavn tat is at least s lo s
tin rule, ut it may go high in transact+on costs.
consequ-.iences of discretionary pr,,r enjoyen/: '-. regulators. Postulntes 8
anR:! P set out p,erformance standards f reigul" l -ion, fhelteor or not t' e
rul c approa ch outl i nr-- by postl1. t;es to 7 i s ta!lten.
In Sction 4- ,.e iea- :ith t,,o rules ail! speci-Fically lt atlt prit i
issue of reCl ati on. T'-, S'aill 'nt" illustr'te trhe posti!lates lall i.,t
in S cti i n 2, ht th Fst exasle a . . S asts soe frC.s,1 i i gt on rate
o-F ru rn rul at',r, . We s'!nit tat r isic ry
op inc rle an Caijust ent ag is ineitlj jAccol,,ing to . ot
collnventionl wIuislonm sch a 1a; stiullllat-s te f-. ril to lOF-r Csts during
ag tria, l Sec!S it. ; ..es ot. i'Ei .... a. ]ve to p ass on r te
oaditin 'l y pi !Ujl ro, its -  1 eover onciCs. ga olst t.is e argule that
.1 a . ? t.' ! ri te j g i tto ilCese· costs n inl o !r.r tO
receiv ve a reas la-itr. 1 yr ar-nnie otre r i o adiustnant mschanisI For
h .',lltir'r-o'1lnt csleI S UOclg Stied l'\w V13nqls pn an F! insinrie r f7O j
-.iscusse,: as te second exap la best aus its frv ''il f op.,ent ,ra otivatd yin
sore fC he postu Its vscssre! arc--. Thre- -F.e, the.. rul( f rs
eC:xcdinl v !-i: tnd ro tse onst'l1at(s v !'C.' ate tha informntional
re i ireler..ts. T /r icr: to oci r Ls is t 'iit e h anl icabiliv.
In ai, ti on, i v, -. f or.i rnf rl! !irentsc in cor.i nt ,.n .i t;
a-j ustioc nt a co tI a in i ! ml i srers rt. ati on tfrooh wasteful
ction tv tl r1!wilate+ firm. T -l ast srtinln eaic Fith r!ie S not
i rect1 i rlte' "a to .'i c. As ''Lr ts ihaCl r-strict ourslv,,l tro!tolltt to
natural noro.oly rejulation t'lis sectinn only scratChes t slrf ace or
pro'!l ems i t e ai'll nof exterl- itie 
* The !Ratio.ale~ For Regr:ultor' Ptls
,egulatory rules fit -.ell intl n,'lbergr's (o7' ntior of regulation as
a adn i ncinstc.red ior,-ter"q ,con ntract'. In tis -fraewor!.'..' reugl atfrs act fas
agjents, !reasn.-' an sellers act asc o. tial principals.
Regl.atorv sw]crrespo. ,dtoti . ol use . of such a ong-terni
contract. Like cor~:act ci.ause ty const ai n -ur-t her 'lhavi or . Tnr
t3- ' p-ola 1r ! tr ti es to '^ ;"n atorrl. i:One is te aser. nce of
re gul at i on. T'!is "total]" constrains tle unolnt irs," iut adHs no
constr aint -r t he reatl ffir!. It ra' , . - tima] -. 3. if in a
statioar" cviren:t. t a natural o·r;,olr : it' decreasing average cost
can j!.!st hoe to b.reak- even at p-rofit. xi'izir'g prices (in te
riltij -prodiuct caseF, the Ra:7;sey rnrmlher ','Ould - oI!ne!. Th" otl-e extrea is
inot at ni;l to constrain -the 'rgul 'atnrs anI -iave thnem: prescri 'e :irctl y
all actions the firm car take. This n;.ily h et.ilral in a ranidly channin
en vi rot',I;ent ',lhere '-1l r.s sr- ' ) v to pt u Fir,cS. I s'hll
reserve thl~e term, "r-quiatorv rulel" nr sorl.tk-ir cstra 4 ning krt !1 f'i m
.and ret.:ul at,,rs (an:l il ici t!y CnseFime. le", for a given tate ,f
nla't!re a regulatory rtle shall conm-Tp] tel y et:rml n. the' actions to '?
taern by the. regulators, ',,:lerelS thp aCte' f the r!l ate fir:n Shll
',, deter!nirin edLy Ihe;," i ntractnr': tiet'wo.en the r;gulatcorT, 'l' iln', th: e mark et
cns traints and4 ti. S.,lf-i .nt ,-¢' f n c:, -. A ' ove
sit !.lati!s exist where the t er ex tr l;, es or com. inations th'ereof re:
pf f t- ale t!o a regulatcry l . Tthe general motivation for rjeglator l
rules comn.s from th in' )etween reu ogtiOn .s a nrnentn instit.iti on
an,.r ;ark t failure. I f mar",e-t failure is the .asi or¢ rel ti o+n then
to the e.xtent that the failure itself is st-ble ore o r!1;l.nt t
colpensate nr -t'is 'y a sta .;,'e n ch! ansSm. To wit, in a pesisto-t
nfatu-! . m'¢;r'ropoi.; si t'ation one te~l rt  I!ant r have a requl :1tory rule lth
alr; s folr co(st savir'JS b mi ,:lrtaining a monnopoly ' positinr an, at t1.e
same timno alances ma.t poer et-een '-oth si!s of5 t.he mar/t. Tus
the rl S S.all 1 ,e to ac hi ve t.at tIe property 'ights truct!re .'i th' ;
re sp.ct to t. his irus. s ( r5o;wtn nrf ; el; -1 eF i 'l'e to :ve V, ! vr
in volver. I tis se se no re gul ationI colis clonsr to lal fyi ,g as a.
regul atory rul t"an. d.oes -i rct raI l at int of , o r'it es.
2-'gulatey''v ".ies ,, a normative cstr!ict. I t Case of nat ral
nonopoly 'iCr pur' l ose !,3
main reasn For tlhis .uOI1 hp
sing-le suppl ir. !HI. rI ,', if
roercive porer, tv erie ly be
proc.u.cer's -' t-ee:st as Ie I.
stay '  i: usinss as long s .'
conslumers. T. is a n atr, al
ante is tat the t t ret + nof re
effi cintt firm to lea ve it.
mrlay re qu
regui .ti
ire the fir
Or !!a) to '
to make
ax l i 't 'i z f
. r.. -en as servin co'. Sueri '
't copel
rP:gu 1 ti ort
a case or
r 1 r y, t
cinstraint:
gu llatir'i tc>
u tr t !i-B P ' arc
a profit.
t 1L Si -f
i n tere-st. -r ..f
ate fr theti mare.t p.pe o t he
is itself Sacked v th-ip State'S
reg ;iati ' to serve t7he
' pfl";b''"c-er sie l, b)e inrucec co
is va!l,,e hi
on regt!l tior. Its pndant ex
a.n i."I'StY''. Siou.l' n tc ind l.lC ,-n
.!4 ,,t*-tai?n-t oF eF-'Fcf!lcv
Hence a possible goal oF
COF'SIS U-..S' a '' J'"" Ce r '
surplus s.!j"ct to a '-'eare'-..,ven os i r ' r i rm.. ::.·i . .. .. . , ,'.i : o i. , ,
· pa ZE .. -u!ato rutor rules as olicy tools a procedure-s to implerlent
rspecis i, i g oails So , gal setting iS 1t t piC a of th is
articl . ti'.lv,-rthel :,ss it is i"ortant in o'rr"r t underst+;nd the agenc'
relationshiipi. Regllatols' as age.nt clnot c'asily snFr,e conflicting
interests. Trying to ;axSiizize consumers' suir1 1lus s,'bject t a
i'brea.evi cnstraint sotelis t.o . more in i e .'tL thi s . Stil , !i th a
rlultit id-e of 'uyers as principal s it bec mes !rdl to !,eli eve the story of
the princip.l-agent ;-:'latioilsip. In f1Ct, t!e principal is
unilent ifiall " (Aharoni, 127 !. However, 'e. t mal, h':ave recourse to
concivey v tinrg proce.ures de!t:-t'ii n-i ng t-e p ncinal aind !is goal s.
Then t'e goal "riaxi izi:ation of consIlrurs' srplus" appears s t~he result
o'f a pecltil .r fictitiouS 'i dinlg process. If r-egullatory g3oals l;ad to he
auctione! off a'o,,''3 conisur:ers an:! if conisumers ould state their true
! i 1i i .ness .to pay for te impositie n of a e:gu tory a , 3 the goal is a
publlc i 0or. consumiers' surplus axi'miz'ation '.'oull r c yive the hiigl:est
id u !der ttey usual partia l eqtl'ibri un caveats. Ot er goals such as
Pareto irmlprovemenrits ccrresln, to other vot ing rcli's s, tt probabl
consullers-' surl s ax i. ization cmes closest to sni ating co nomic
eva! uat i on.
.! lt open so fr l...y te consulrS .(l. .. t to ave reg-uljat-rs as
their .-,t,'ets and" not neiotite 'with the fir,-, (iirect". The'- 'terature n
competitive franciise i-ding (e.g. '-illia-mson, '- 1)7;) at 1 least gives a
2plaximiizing consumers' or social surplus as ari officia goal may
tl-remenrdously rel.ce su;equlent conr- i tsts if ,measuirelint pro!l. !,s C'nulcl db
overcome.
partiil anslfwer to thiis questioi. It centers rountd t observation tlhat
a ft t e h i li r o p rocnss has i!e-n c rri ci t -t'e f- 'i rst ti!e rte!
-i P1i 05 ' "il!!~e has - s i'st mtn.r' aivanltage ir' tl ' n oext r undl. Excl udi in
tWhe crrrent:ly SuOp;il Fr rnm hi lne'Xt -!jcti on 1,reas Fo socially
-ine-fficinnt eh-a vior at t';e end of t contract 'term. Von ,e'oi z7S 'ckl<er
(v2era!.;l -' C:;lilv\ct'ts th'lis rn ''' O "y! a'n l.-irlrJ thl exit. of tCe
curren t'. su!ccessful hi '-r,. Even t'is proced-'rl i not 1e socially
optinal , if the 01ecu1i r information the sunplir las received C! uring ',is
en ure is f soc i l va .ue.
Opt iilizi ng suppy i n a rillr.'- is an inFinite ',or i zn pro'l em ." ich
fracl!hise lhi!deinq splits u irto con)ectCutive 'fir-ite ho)rizon so!utions.
Regulation instead is r.neniral iv stuLc': t te * infcin ite hrizon 't.u;
br'.ings in cce9cilv power. regul ators are bac!'d by th.e state an': can
t:i.s save on transaction costs tll;Cic oh 1,.oultF "' causr.., b, repeated rdi rect
renegontiati n of cor.tracts. Sutch costs indce w!ould he f:ormidable
between one se11! '- 'not l1ways t sa-.e) an rat, ,!venyr .
iow regulatory rules entfer t'Le picture as constraints on the ')behavnor f
regulators once t regulatory process h.as )been estab!lished. 'itIhout
such COnstr8aintS renila1 tors w 'ould: fa.ce continutous ressure t alter teir
behavior From all groups affected . Hence te concept of rjulation as a
long-termi contract would. lse cre-;ibilhty. Instead it .,ould give .way;, to
political processes of t sort 'descri' d - ' y Fiorina and No!1 ({'7 o a!
1?.72. Indeed, if these t a!tors are ight in their vi.e; onf political
processes regulatory rlres i1ll lareIv yrelmai'.l to Le a normative cncept,
!ecaus t! coUI.' Ir!ly 1be renl ated` against t', wi l of politici s.-
For then, in trying to gain or keep their constituency politicians
continuously would ave to interfere witl' issues concerning a narrowly
specif ie' grol). Estahlising eneral rules wiould , make such polit icians
superfliuous. Against t; is hypotsisis two tu.lenci s coul-i 1-el 1
reglatory rules to gather mlnroentumvl tp! real wo~l!. First,
polit-icians can iversif/ their strategis in C'jer to he ale to
su ccc ee. 1ecaus, a< rul3! ratorV rIl sup.l poCselyt es tdl!l ?shes long run
ene--Fts, c'nc .a.rc ri nn neg lgif te lt trc: constituency of a politician
wuil 1 prefer it to sortrun and uncert ain intrventior-s Furtherm-re, a
presidential canHi Fate+ may h ave to carry through ac nstionS diff-f rent fr om a
mineTl.mer of :l" iaD t.!r t Seconrid, r l .ti iion ...e influnced ')y Crt
decisions t venr a grea. extn,;,t - th.lt an n tcif-ans.
3. A Set of Postulates for Regulatory Rles
By a regulato . y rule ;-e ea-I ar verr'al or rma t eatical state,;lnt
concerning reactions of regliiators on tP ',ehavor of firils r Coiim;llers
in rerigulated marts that o!,ci te c follo,in post.1ates:
P'. ':'o ldiscretion : It c · nstrains tlle actions of te r'utlators.
P2 Enfor ce aili, t': It is enrforcea-iie ron te reqlulated firms.
3Ot!er gups suc'. as regulatory comissio and t'eir stafF, 
currently hiold iscretionary powr, can also )e , xpected to oppose their
i ntrodu.cti on.
P!i (F':iy r ); ' 
PF eai ] i .:,.1>
P7 LIII tt on s;/ ,l:i ua L S ,j 
r. nqi
............ , :. , , i.i!'!n.
9I;s'.'.. Ia) to al; ,at ./ o co2s1a~ ?,:~rt~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~i~ ,~ .. 
its 11p WaaQ Of fCi't' .,a- . .c p -,cUSKII'va~~~~~~~~~~~~vi~ "0 N  oarti ___r o
·1t is , ot a l r -' )1.
· r" ;i:'rSZ; S S noI3 tcjjri
'*ri ".~ i:I~~in- C ' cr o t. 
S"..".;~ ~ val 'j; ~ c!i t'";' i ';;~S.~ ;Cr~ ?S'·i·' " ~ .f,- !.,w na ,-'~-.,sI i t 1L S S 2 5 tin m I. ,veS,1',If - , 4.1.Issf!utV oval oat i tn% t nl
I"~~~~~~~~~~~~~(s
.,;-~o r:iscrtio Thi s pnst,~lat-e i~n 'its riarr~c i st forom-,s that thr.e
ruie co 'r'~l,;~p, ,'e,.oines the actions of the r~rm In th ....
Y-~~~ ~ ~ e,,in of -h~ I , aeo i,~ofis case-
'tt','le 4 FecaS?', + on '- v .. v
210 (n~P~l '~, 0'1 r;. :./0010f (iCC!. t tt]~ asi *5 - rnnlstrai xnrver
si'1 iI ~ a' iao SCne of Oroaert, ri<its n lhvsical TshtsS
n I S I j -t- i on sej TC- sSn ot e r ;ia in
,eCan iSo. This ,aS tree ;o.e - 'o t.......
~i~t , rigi 1 ati iii I l c 1 t intr !uc~ , oolicy '.nC... t ]U el' i, C iih c so o
s,.vere consrlucs o,!FC Oi V1 a t ci tCrv " C on- so n .'
P titi! I ecO to 7overnnnt i nn' r/'r
.,ii.. h'ecaos: oithett r"les f c:,cies col1..:
il'I raint'! 'lut Virt1al , V ecr ' l(, -1 r CC C [ r'
Si-'~;, t:- , itr': ( I1i(1 ] CGFnb S ; ' inS o. ..
!')ciiisf~7:r.pp~t~ortl rjv Ou:,!.i~s for......f i s t Ver:y rason 2: a'Ver;; aiyII' r'sults
f '!i lat l  -i4i t 1- - I 1 (I. 7i -"
S 4C
og r F!turr : caree. r oiplIr,;uni t is. If SI, nIs nr e-rl) agents en Teis
07 u 1 4- 1 S If~?li~; '!i jiC liiS CC'1 -p LF* -:ianr'r n' c l ucr s s t ca;g'og - ar":l'. vi7 or" :'r their' f....'o+ as"x~end.itr~e3 of t$-s hind. ojvr, ert Srn intcon: stfll i.py to teirVC of r"'niatrx !'OUe° 'i... As ln s
.irffeent gva io nnlnic urin "'f, . .tr ortunits Trir
thecisiondsK reesoc~<. !airrt tu ir I s 'nI t tn, "'vJ tt ,1 atrsc :ireo costs 01.o ani. n a. .. tini Il he s 'h ni':! i . i s
_' .l `Piu.'/- a. C. O']i '_ . g
1 .9 __ ~~~~~~~~~..~ t _..
than e of of ca:c. r i'v. -r,: tcr :'. o S r,]r U 'in'is - uOeI :- I e.I a'_Sa
est'imati;')n~ .asij! ,i, n :ai C ",.. . . . .e.q. : ihiP to14 , . ' '
dcs von s,---nor,-uIv::: ~,.' i rf ...,- r., - --ihoiti prpaa '
S~~~,;, .. . . . . . d.S:,,c r " ,,: s I'  t ....
s r 'ar,.1-, - . . .. ,, ., .. . . C ;o . ,1r 
or' f,,ture c;},~~ ~ ....'! Vnet .-,,, i~.; T" S,- , , . V,_
ot'iher t,.ind a rule cange9 can provi ,' hi g'er andr lonser l;asting b'enefits
T'he result of this trav-eof-f in realit/ is Nle(t a riori clear. In :
n.ormativ. setting it leads to thie met,-,"ruf pnst!4, te t.at u:e' c-!l.iges
shoulc' ae imc iffj iult, e n. ,r,,,ir,: tW'o-;ids majjorit in parlinert.
T'irdf, Fve i a regul.a-tr sinc-rel ! tries to ijeCent a prestpcifie
regulatory goal t!,e vry c-xistence of is coercive power could 'I!eaken iis
abiity to c:oose an optimal policy, rovided that he and the r l lated 1
flirmi) o!l! r.t onal expectations nn teir mutuial ahiavior. This para4 ox
ias .. eer deronstrate by I(.-lanil andrl Pre scott (1?"77" as ,ell as "'askrin
and Newbery (1'73), in a relate' context. T.l.! showe that a rational
governient miay \..ant to cnge its optimal pl over tirle, ts exploiting
the otcomes of its orevious action. If t!is ohane can e anticipated
by t'"e econlomic agents affected troug' such a pclicy they will
accordingly alter teir behavior a initie. This gain can e
anticipated by te v groernn.,,t leadini to an irative process. Tle
resulting equilibriLum is likelv to !e inferior corrpared to the situation
T,'Phere the government only had te 'ssiilitv to design and- imnplemrent its
initial plan. T!is limitation is pr.cisely t; content of postulate P1.
As a very si:mple example for this arglument, assume that l-,e optimal
nolicy for a regulatory agency in a stationary environment is to announce
a price ceiling twhichl over tir:le declines to a stead',' state in iCh the
Firm can just 'lhope to hrea!, even at mlini.,umn csts. Furthe , aSSUI.-i t'.t
the agencJ ('oes not '<no.. the trupe eiand. and cst f.!nction of the firrm
and thus addis a risk factor to all ceilirq prices. .low, if time reveals
tile true cost to be lower tlhan that for /i!ic t!e ceiling prices !,ave
')een calcula ted, t' e agency coul' d.o hetter Iy decreasing thel
prespecified prices. ',nowin3 this, te rgJlate,- ; firm? lacks an incentive
to incur cost lolering investments rom ,Li outs et.
The more f-..reedom of action te rle still givos to te regulater the lrss
Aill the t!ne argu!l."i:ts in favor ,f postlate P !rold.
P2 (Enforceab il ity': Tiis pocstite siinl :eanr that a regul.at-ry rtule
iS tba~Ced! ' th'e- coerciv: poiwer of the state anr tat it is a statement
on the '!".l-iavior of tle regulated firm. A contract clause to '.hliCi '.oth
,arties of a sale have,- areei is similar in tese resipects. Ho w.ever,
regulatifor exists '-efore exp!icit agreerents of sucl ind.
P3 (Pu';, iccity, Fulfillment f this postulatre rsiures that: the
oliqations an1 benefits of t','e rule reach a,li parties concerned. ll t
as it , ayb e dlifficult 'to guess or calcul ate the next numl)er in a
se ruence if the un:derlying formula is not 'kno,n, it may he fextremelv hard
to pre,ict uture regiulatorv actio!ts simply from past lecisions of the
regulators. So a ,lru  h1. s t h0 pbrlised1.
PAl (Du!ra.tiofn) l Ideal]Ž' a reg ulatory rillP shoLdl1 e va1 ri indefi nitel or
a least coincir v:.ith the tim n 'onizoi of the farthest fnrward1 looking
decision maker affected by it. '.henever this is is not s, : unctionin of
t'h"e regulated mar'et .it'.- respcct to investments is impeded hby regulatoly
u!ncertairnty andI pressure to change te existing rule. On the other hlanl,
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the fir! to produci and price efficintly. Their schlerne :oes ot fualify
nd p-,. It gives rse to ':aggling, because no mlet!od t o Ineasure
consuiiers' u rpl us exists, such that all age',ts 'ou1 '"agree .r," on its
i!u tme. FC;r.'ro!r,- el-,r- it lp er.ls on SuIb!Siies tlihus violatin g P.
P (Feas iil.it.y: This postul at: requir-es a rgulatory rle to '-e,
freasible in a ivate rkl'tK system. If it r not f!lfil ;l tlis coulll
have three consequ!ences. First, no firi !ul ! willin g to enter the !
market. Second, a firm already in the market w oulJ e expropriated.
Such a consc;q.iuence '-as to e dlistinguishe!d from the possibility tt even
\with no constraint 'the firm would not be ale at least to reak ven,
iecause e.g. t.e. l 1ife cclc: o-F the ! rlk.ot 1has cnme to its er:.d, as
possibly true for the railroads, r tile pnstal service. Tl':is is not
oecessa.rily tte result o regulation. ltio!ever, -reTgulation could alreadv
..ve pr.ovided te ron, sigcnals ex ti!lc. In eiter case, ex nunc a
c'a nge of :"rly9atory ruls could:c comr-e too late:. Thir.!, a violation of P6
;rQy miean the necessity of' outside ssidies. Througlh these, a firir!
grenerall. 'oses its in decnden ce. T'ef arguum.ents on uincertianty and rnt
transForriiation blrnught forwar i connection :-itb postulate P woll'!
again hol!. Furtermor', taxes t raise , he su;si ies tr'! to !iSt!rt
ot'her parts of t-? economy.
'7 (Li mitation): It seemis inconceivable ton formulate a regulatory rule
obeying P to P anl heinn applicable in al states of te orld. T!-s
is analogous or !may even he identical to the impossihilitv of a complete
contin gent claims contract covering any su'Jstantial lengt ofT time. The
"-'-'.:t': ie il- '' · r i,~~ i' r ' .....f ciia of
jzra (7JU ci s2c io(: uarl er rCecil--tor,, ,1 v c~ -t
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p"0 ()I'c'tL S < , f.r" as L is applic a e .
1,-l'ulr- ,-'r q,:, 5 ' t... cir-stilates i rect
subs .s a ia I" f s 'rer ce ? t rs a n a i o'? e. .Le s su' tat
' ... o .. c r¢&u tor" 11 as'rf-t im S) Te goal fnr ' 1 in'. In
i'iffe r from those ntcir i_0 ate' by -te dec <i' < r5. Leavirel
1'0 si st' ot ....-,, IS , i cIt F as se i- ,-0 f ri- 1 tiS to
.',:..1 {?>t, l i o t r eulator,/t r'rt: o C f-,a,' i + .3. C; slavan itl] i 4 I fPocc.risthrt K' nfil t>5 1 l0 nflratui r isfrmr t o
,fratci on ac-t re orv se 15:0n eo r be th' k .
PStl a t P defin.s the igr;,..ion :sible for app] n a rl,- to e
o s..erval i'ata. T-lis requirme-lt. is normaljy restrictive and iriportant,
,_cause f-i'ms a.' cnlsurmers '.old i )nfrmati on .h!ich is r ot '-a !il /
transfral)'le tfo a reul' Iatory (.Cy. -!eVr, un-less sficientlt
,motivated !), th e t-hy ill use such' inforati on to tleir o.n
interest ca using :noral }hazard -?! ar!verse selfction problemis. Tis leads
to postul at P3 ('o ilisrepr es -etion) : A r ulatory ru- e s ould giv o
incentivs fc- , tIose to 'l or? it concerns not to misrepresenit te ir
actions, prcferences and possibility sets.
Thiis postul .te is ,!Cea! i the sense that toget'ler ifit'!l postulates P to
P7 it d'oes ret gqiararnte an optimial outcome vis-a-vis t'!e gSoal of
regulation. Cle arly, when installing regulatory rule nl ither the
legislator or te regulator nows all preferences arnd possiility sets.
If postulat P is oeyed, I-owever, time coul! allo.:! to learn more aboUt
th,en and mtrt use of this additional infornlation. In? order ultinately to
achieve tle optimal goal fulfillnent a stroeer postulate is necessary.
For tie the rule rnust give the regulatedi firi an incentive to use its
remaining freedlor. (only) to improve its actions vis-a-vis the regulatory
goal. This is captur ld' 15, postulat-. i3 (Jptim ality): Tthe incentives
providled 'bly t'3e rgulatry, rule on the fre ;behavior of the regulated
firm should' lad the firl to ax 'iz 7 :,it.] reS Pec't to t1', r 'la to '
goal.
In tis postulate costs of institutin g and implementin- the regulatory
rule are neglected. Thle postula1tes P1 to 7 provide fortmal prnced'ural
requirements the Fulfillment of !hicr could !- observed, ih alnmos
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anybotdy. Postulates P', an P 1 are sublstantiall- ITore li i ficult to
control. Usually, only sphisticatedr economic analysis carl hoDe to
establish if a rule confo^;is to temi or not.
A given regulatory! rle can be ju ge! ':y its expected performance in
teils of coal fl)flrlment ,v parariilpte:rs are tlhe eopCtd Vl
anr' the ris': of the goal fulfil;,lent. Thle expectet valuie '!npen(s mainly
on tl;ose factors tat i 1ve a Systematic inpact on goal fulfil:rient.
T:-.se are t!e ite!,,s sjlsuall, inquire(! ito by stud'ents of regulation.
ijve n tle preferencefs of t rgul atei: fi rms and consunlers, ho do
regulatory constraints aff-ct aret performa.ncc? Th-e postulates stated
al ove concentrate moe or reucing p3l icy uncertainty introduced ;y
regulation. Oti ther th ings equal, a redlucti on in policy uncertainty 'iill
be achi eved
(1) the more te regulator is constrained in is !.lehavior,
lf2 t!e si' pller t'he language of te rule,
(3) t.!-' mnore states of te world te rei covers,
t,) h1. .,ore ifficult i is t aolisn or cmange the iule.
A priori it is quite .nclear e-r'et ff cts on uincertainty tigiter
constraints on the retulated firm's b-elavior ?.av.ei.
lerF eas regul tory rtle s by themselves terl;I to red0ce po1ic ! uncertai nty
thl-ey rreduce the flexibility of governrient. Thus they also eprive
government of a tool to retduce uncertainty coming from other actors of
the envi r onm ent. There seems to be no general answer to the question
.. n
which type of uncertainty is more svere. h!e -acve introluce, the notion
of regulatory rules especially to govern long run repeate,! transactions.
If certain types of uncertain situations repe:itedly come p uring tile
colurse of t.is relationsip, a regulatort rlef cou ld e appropriate to
cole i.ithi th. !',. Thi s is efinitel y nrot true to rso lve uniq,ue
ca-tastro:nlic evenlts. 're, iscreti onar ce-cive p. -jer i be hadly
needed,. Ho!'ever, hecause events ar-a!l ever come as full surprises to
those agents h are d'ieely involved, there r-ains a enuine tradeoff
between incntives for precautionary measures initiatd y rul1 -s and ex
post remedies througi !iscretionary coercive actions of gvrne!;,'lt. This
justifi-s pLstuilate P7. Th1- :eil; given ex ante to this escape clause]
-etermlines if te reguila.'tcry rule approac'h is appropriate for a
)art icul ar i n,'us t ry.
4. Exanmples for Regulatory PricigI Rules
.l. Rate of Return egulation
in reference to rcglal-tion the rate of return has been! described as
t!he sall tail to wa a ig og ( cKie, 7) . It certaily is the
single ;:most pro:ninent , :rlstic. applier in rnonopoly reg.lat'ion. Th's is
not rstritedec! to the U.S. I',t becomes increasingly a lparent in 'estern
European countries, e.g., in electricit r"ate regula ti n in Ie st
Seran'l. Rate of retulrn (ror) regulation :,eans th'at the regul ate fir
is not allowed to earn a profit T hiler than a prespecified net rate of
return s - r on -its total empnloye'.! capital valued c, i.e.,T < (s - ',
;.here r is the interest rate and c t5- acquisition cost of capeital ( to
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the firm. If effective (r < s cunconstrained gross rate of return) this
constrains the firm in all aspects of its behavior but at the same time
does not preclude freedom on all principal parameters with which
according to Kahn (1970, p. 3) regulation should be concerned.
The firm can still choose
(1) to leave the market, enter other markets, but others can enter
its market as well,
(2) product quality and conditions of service,
(3) to serve whom it wants,
(4) prices and profit.
In the following we assume this freedom of choice to be restricted to
price and ask how ror-regulation complies with the postulates one by one:
P1 (No discretion): The regulator can choose exactly one parameter, the
allowed rate of return s. He is constrained above by the profit rate the
regulated firm could earn with no regulation and below by the firm's cost
of capital. If he goes above one, or below the other, further changes of
s have no effect on the behavior of the firm. Within this constraint
interval, however, the regulator may have substantial discretion, which
is hard to control by outsiders. In reality this can lead to describing
ror-regulation as a fiction of economists (Joskow, 1974).
P2 (Enforceability): In the pure sense thatTt 
-
(s - r)cktfor every
time period t ror-regulation is not always enforceable unless retroactive
corrections are allowed for. Because retroactive corrections interfere
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with the market transactions between the regulated firm and its
customers, we shall discard them. Then uncertainty of future events plus
the time necessary to compute actual profits necessitate a regulatory
adjustment lag. We shall therefore assume that such a lag exists. So in
the following ror-regulation means that regulators allow prices for a
time period t based on the actual rate of return in period t - 1:4
s cK t-1+ w Lt- 1
Pts ct 1 + t where w = wage rate, Lt_ 1 = labor input in
period t-1, xt 1 = quantity traded in t - 1. In this modified form,
ror-regulation can be enforced, though possibly in no period the firm
earns less than the allowed rate of return s.
P3 (Publicity): This postulate generally can be satisfied. A change in
s may need some publication effort.
P4 (Duration): Formally this can be satisfied. However, the spirit of
this postulate would be violated, if regulators changed s at short notice
and in a capricious way. Thus, for ror-regulation P4 is closely linked
to P1. Both postulates (and some others) are the topic of the Hope
decision of the U.S. Supreme Court, which established American
ror-regulation in its current form. The decision confirms that the
ror-regulators have some discretion.
4In a puristic sense this should be t - 1-C, because it takes time £ to
compute profits and measured profits always refer to a period, not a
point in time.
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P5 (Privacy): Fulfillment of this postulate again necessitates the
existence of a regulatory lag. Otherwise it can be satisfied by
ror-regulation precisely because the unobservable cost of capital r has
been replaced by the allowed rate of return s.
P6 (Feasibility): In an uncertain environment the postulate to allow the
firm a nonnegative profit expectation implies that there is a minimal
feasible s*> r such that the allowed rate s s*. This holds if
regultors truncate the upper tail of the probability distribution of
future profits. Because regulators do not know cost and demand functions
they cannot identify the effect of uncertainty. Hence if they want to
limit excess profit they can only do that ex post, thus truncating the ex
ante probability distribution of profits. Especially in times of
inflation or scarcity such truncation could become highly important.
P7 (Limitation): After acknowledging discretion in the choice of s (and
the length of the regulatory lag) and with the proper choice made
ror-regulation is feasible under almost any state of the world. Hence P7
can be assumed satisfied.
We may conclude that ror-regulation obeys the seven postulates defining a
regulatory rule, but leaves room for discretion. Now what does one buy
for that in terms of goal fulfillment?
In principle, administrative costs of ror-regulation are low. They
certainly increase in times of quickly changing environment.
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Furthermore, the regulator's discretion regarding s may induce firms and
consumers to incur costs to influence the outcome of the regulatory
process.
The properties of ror-regulation without regulatory lag have received
considerable attention in the literature. As a sample, assuming a
neoclassical production function for the regulated firm and a binding
regulatory constraint without lag, models under certainty5 show that
the profit-maximizing regulated firm will
(1) overcapitalize in producing a given output (Averch and Johnson,
1962),
(2) not waste any inputs (Bailey and Coleman, 1971),
(3) operate in the elastic region of the revenue curve (Bailey, 1973,
p. 74).
(4) as long as s > r the capital usage is increased as s is decreased
(Takayama, 1969).
As a general result, ror-regulation cannot hope to maximize either
consumers' surplus or social surplus. However, Klevorick (1971) and
Sheshinski (1971) have shown that it can hope to increase welfare
vis-a-vis the unconstrained monopoly situation. Ror-regulation in an
uncertain environment (see, e.g., Neuefeind and Vogelsang, 1979, or for a
survey Baron, 1978) or with different firm objectives (see e.g. Crew and
Kleindorfer, 1979) may yield other results without establishing
5This terminology is somewhat misleading, because the very notion of
ror-regulation presupposes that the regulator does not know cost and
demand functions.
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efficiency. Models on ror-regulation without lag tend to stress
distortions in terms of our strong postulate P9 (Optimality). Instead of
following them I shall focus on the effect of lagged ror-regulation by
discussing P8 (No misrepresentation).
Bailey and Coleman (1971) have shown that introducing a regulatory lag
may lessen the Averch-Johnson bias potentially introduced by
ror-regulation. If the regulator sets s = r, in the limit the bias could
even vanish altogether (Bailey, 1973). These results which were partly
foreseen by Baumol (1970) are plausible once one recalls that during the
regulatory lag the firm has an incentive to lower its costs.
In terms of prices it has to give away the advantages of lower costs only
in the next period. Hence, using the length of the regulatory lag as an
instrument to improve ror-regulation is suggestive. Contrary to this
notion we have above introduced the regulatory lag as a necessary evil.
I conjecture that under realistic conditions this comes nearly as close
to the truth as its potentially beneficial effect.
We maintain that the regulatory agency does not know the cost and demand
functions of the firm and that the data it gets about the performance of
the firm during the last period on costs, while accurate, do not
necessarily represent minimum costs. This means that the agency only
receives the information necessary to apply the regulatory rule and
provided by its outcome. Otherwise the whole approach of ror-regulation
would make little sense. On the other hand, we assume that the regulated
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firm knows the allowed rate of return s, its cost and demand functions.
Under these circumstances there may be not only incentives for the firm
to re.riuce costs during lag intervals hut also to increase costs from time
to time. It ill ius tes, cost increases to improve its strategic
position for future rate revisions. In order to do this the regulated
firm may for some time even employ a capital that exceeds the level of
capital used by the Averch-Johnson firm with no lag. To demonstrate
this, assume that in periods t - 1 and t the firm operates at the
Averch-Johnson level of capital KAJ. It employs labor LAJ and earns
a profit lAJ. We assume a neoclassical production function with the
possibility for the firm to change both its inputs instantaneously.
There shall be constant returns to scale. Input prices are assumed given
and stationary over time. The regulated price is specified by
scK +wL
P t+j + w Lt+-1. Thus the lag period is assumed to
xt+jl
be T = 1.
Now we ask under what conditions the firm would want to employ more
capital than KAJ in t + 1. The shortest and simplest calculation for
the firm would involve two periods. Therefore, the firm does not want to
lower average costs below the AJ level. Instead, in the first period the
firm would increase capital by K. Staying on the same isoquant it can
simultaneously reduce its labor input by L. Thus in t + 1 its profits
would be reduced, because input inefficiency has been increased at
Pt+ = Pt' In t + 2 the firm could make use of a higher price Pt+2
and employ less capital than KAJ. It could make higher profits than in
period t. In period t + 3 it goes back to the old AJ-point with Pt+3 =
Pt' The simplifying assumption that in t + 2 the firm keeps costs of
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the AJ-level makes it unnecessary to investigate if the profit-maximizing
firm would want to go back to KAJ and LAJ at all.
Figure 1 gives a simplified picture of the two steps. In the Averch-
Johnson case the firm is assumed to produce at average cost OA and
receives a price of OE. Profits are iAJ = ABCE. Now in period t+1 the
firm increases total costs by rcoK - wL = ABFG. This results in an
allowed price increase for period t+2 of &p = EK. The potential profit
increase in period t+2 is the difference between &p(XAJ -x) = EHJK
and x AJ = BCHL. As this increase occurs in the period t + 2
only, it has to be discounted to the present. Thus, in present value
terms the difference between the cost increasing loop and remaining at
the AJ point for two periods is:
-A 1
^T~= wat rcK + x 1. )
= wL - rcaK + r (P(XAJ - x) - AJ)
Insert Figure 1
If this difference is positive the move will be profitable. The formula
contains three interesting parts: wL - rcAK is the initial cost
increase necessary to induce the price increase. This applies to the
total quantity XAJ. 4P(xAJ -x) is the per unit increase in
profit, P, by virtue of the allowed price increase multiplied by the
reduced output. x AJ is the AJ-profit lost through the output reduction.
The interaction of these terms is not straightforward. In order for the
total to be positive the allowed price increase for the second period
must be substantially larger than the average cost increase in the first
period. This is so because in the relevant range demand is elastic. A
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cost increase of one unit of money per unit of output buys the firm a
price increase at least unit in the next period. Hence s has to be
large relative to r. Furthermore, the profit per unit of output at the
AJ-point should be small and demand not highly elastic. The extent of
the resulting additional overcapitalization is quite limited. x may not
become large relative to XAJ.
It takes a rather special example to demonstrate in a stationary
environment that the regulatory lag actually gives the firm an invitation
to overcapitalize simply in order to misrepresent information. The
difficulty arises because the additional costs necessary to raise prices
for the next period accrue to a larger quantity than the benefits. In
the real world cost increases can most easily be pretended to occur in
business slumps. Here quantities are small, fully distributed costs of
capital intensive industries rise anyhow. Further overcapitalization
could have a large beneficial effect in the next boom period. The
following numerical example pictures this situation. The regulated firm
faces demand functions Pt+1 = 100 - 2xt+1 and Pt+2 = 100 - xt+2
for the two periods t+1 and t+2. Thus Rt+1 100xt+ 2xt+1 andt+2 100x t+ 
Rt+2 = 100xt+2 - t+2 The production function is x = K'LL. Input
prices are w = 1, c = 20, r = 0.05. The allowed rate of return has been
set as s = 0.5. The firm knows all these functions and parameters.
The Averch-Johnson point for the two periods can be computed by using the
two first order conditions: b- = w and R - wL - scK = 0 (Bailey, 1973,
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pp. 73-74). This yields for t+1: KAJ = 124.5; KAJ = 4.98; xAJ =
24.9; PAJ = 50.2; ACAJ = 5.2; TAj = 1120.5. For t+2 the
corresponding values are: KAJ = 249; LAJ = 9,96; XAJ = 49.8; PAJ = 50.2;
ACAJ = 5.2; j = 2241. Thus TAJ = 1120.5 + 2241 = 3254.786.
Now, assume a regulatory lag of one period. If the firm wants to
increase its price to p = 51 for period t+2 this can be achieved
by increasing K and decreasing L in t+1. This yields in t+1:
K* = 126.500; L* = 4.901; 1t = 1118.579
In period t+2 we find:
p* = 51; x* = 49; AC* = 5.2 and rr* = 2244.2
thus * = 1118.579 + 1 05 2244.2 = 3255.9127>T AJ. Hence the two period
loop boosts the discounted present value of profits to the firm compared
with the Averch-Johnson level. The example shows a deterioration beyond
the Averch-Johnson point on account of a regulatory lag. Nevertheless,
there could be an optimal lag period, under which the Averch-Johnson bias
is reduced and welfare increased. My only reservation is that finding
this lag requires knowledge which the regulatory agency ordinarily does
not have. With the knowledge it would just as well or better prescribe
actions to be taken directly by the firm, and not use lagged
ror-regulation. On balance, I submit as unconscious lag is a priori
neither beneficial nor detrimental to ror-regulation, just necessary."
The discussion in Bailey (1973, pp. 122-123) generates hope that lagged
ror-regulation generally fares better with s = r. However, there the
efficiency property in the limit was established by using myopic
arguments. The firm starts off at the AJ point on the constraint curve.
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Thus profits are zero. By lowering costs the firm can now make a profit
in the first period. This induces the regulator to set a new lower
price, forcing the firm back onto the constraint curve. Again the firm
improves its position by producing efficiently. "Eventually, by always
moving to the minimum cost point on its current isoquant the firm will be
drawn to the minimum cost, maximum output point..." "...no matter how
small the length of the lag interval, so long as it is positive" (Bailey,
1973, p. 123). However, if the minimum average costs are increasing with
output the firm will face a loss in the second period. Price then is
just high enough to cover total costs at the previous output level but
too small at the increased quantity demanded. In period three the firm
could again make a profit, which would induce another loss in period
four. At the outset it seems unclear if the summed present discounted
value of these profits and losses is positive, which would be necessary
for the process to start. A sufficient condition for the profitability
is that average costs are non-increasing.6 Then, lagged regulation
with s = r will eventually result in an efficient steady state, in which
both postulates P8 and P9 are fulfilled. Nevertheless, as Sappington
(1979) has demonstrated in a number of examples, strategic
misrepresentation of costs could become profitable for the firm on the
way to the steady state, unless it applies a very high internal discount
rate to future profits. Here, like in the above numerical example, the
result comes about, because the benefits of misrepresentation accrue to a
larger quantity than the cost of such behavior. The welfare effect of
6This follows from step 1 of the proof of Proposition 1 in Vogelsang and
Finsinger (1979).
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this could be worse than the ordinary Averch-Johnson effect with s r,
because misrepresentation can take the form of pure input waste.
As a result of our discussion, ror-regulation fares rather well under
postulates P1 to P7, although the regulator's discretion in choosing the
allowed rate of return s may introduce precisely those three kinds of
failures which led to postulate P1. More seriously, on both postulates,
P8 and P9, ror-regulation is seen to fail. The severe criticism of
ror-regulation by economists so far has rested on the nonfulfillment of
postulate P9. Against this our discussion suggests that even if
postulate P9 can ultimately be fulfilled in a steady state,
nonfulfillment of postulate P8 on the way may pose problems. This can
occur whenever the firm is not forced or motivated to reach the steady
state immediately.
It would surprise any regulation economist, if efficient regulation by
rules were feasible, meaning that P1 to P7 could hold at the same time
with P8 and P9. Thus, I conjecture that quite generally regulatory rules
obeying postulates P1 to P7 and P9 will be subject to potential
misrepresentation (P8 not fulfilled). This is obvious if the regulated
firm can misrepresent costlessly. Then it could always pretent to incur
costs which under the rule would allow it to ask for the true monopoly
price. Thus, in order to prevent this trivial type of impossibility the
regulatory agency has to audit that reported costs do not contain
profits.
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4.2 A Rule for Multiproduct Monopoly Pricing
Regulated natural monopolies often are multiproduct firms. If the price
structure for their products is not regulated directly one expects output
distortions to go along with input distortions caused by regulation. For
at least two reasons efficient direct rate structure regulation could be
extremely difficult to achieve. First, the specific micro type of
information on product specific demands and costs necessary to pursue
this goal is especially hard to come by. If anyone has it at all it is
held by the staff of the regulated firm and normally not controllable
through regulatory auditing. Second, changes in the rate structure
potentially hit the individual consumer or consumer groups harder than
changes in the rate level. Their relative position (competitiveness) is
altered; structure is a better lever; and changes in price structure seem
less evitable. Thus pressure groups may both have more incentive and
means to influence rate structure regulation in their favor. A
regulatory rule aimed at the price structure could help overcome
these tendencies and improve on information requirements. Vogelsang
and Finsinger (1979) have recently suggested such a regulatory price
adjustment process for multiproduct monopolies. Its core is a
constraint which the regulatory agency applies iteratively and which for
time period t constrains the firm to choose prices p Rn in the set
Rt ={PIPxt 1 - C(xt_1) I o and to serve all demand at those prices.
How does this procedure fare under the above postulates?
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P1 (No discretion): then applied, the process constrains the regulators
to the utmost degree.
P2 (Enforceability) and P3 (Publicity): The mechanism could be easily
enforced and made known to the public.
P4 (Duration): This postulate is a requirement for the process to
develop its properties. So it can be assumed satisfied.
P5 (Privacy), and P9 (Optimality): The main motive to construct this
process was to induce the regulated firm to approach prices satisfying
the Ramsey condition for a constrained consumers' surplus maximum without
requiring regulators or the public to know items which only firm insiders
have access to. This is proved in Vogelsang and Finsinger (1979). The
data required by the process are the quantities, prices and the total
cost figures of the firm for the last period. All these are rather
easily available if there are no intertemporal cost effects. 7
P6 (Feasibility): Under the mechanism the firm's possibility to avoid
losses depends on a stationary (nondeteriorating) environment and
nonincreasing ray average costs (rC(x) > C(rx) for all r > 1, r R
x Rn). With increasing ray average costs periods of losses will
alternate with periods of profits but a positive discounted present value
7See, however, footnote 4, page 20.
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cannot be guaranteed. This restricts the procedure in its present form
to be applied to decreasing cost industries only.8
P7 (Lilitation): The procedure takes time to evolve. During this time
conditio,ns are likely to change. The most likely changes refer to a)
input prices, b) demand, and c) production technology.
a) Input price changes: They can affect the feasibility of the process
in terms of the viability of the regulated firm and in terms of the
convergence property. Feasibility is only endangered by input price
rises. Amending the rule by an automatic input price adjustment clause
does not necessarily help and creates new problems (Baron and DeBondt,
1978). Especially feasibility may be hampered if outlays for the inputs
used in the previous period are increased by more than the previous
profit. On the other hand, input price decreases may overtake the speed
of convergence of the process.
b) Demand changes: Aside from the magnitudes involved, these have
similar effects to input price changes. Decreasing demand corresponds to
increasing input prices. However, due to the problem of measuring demand
there exists no equivalent to input price adjustment clauses on the
demand side. Inflation may be viewed as a combination of a) and b).
8If, however, the firm does not have to serve all demand at current
prices losses can be avoided. Under the further assumption of myopic
profit maximization and xt+1 2 xt if demand was not satisfied in
period t the process will stiTl converge. But the efficiency loss on the
way to the optimum is carried by the consumers.
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c) Technology changes: These may result in cost decreases affecting the
existence and the speed of convergence. More important, if through
technological advance the decreasing cost condition no longer persists
both entry and overshooting (losses) may pose problems.
All the changes described raise problems of uncertainty. If they do not
occur the firm may be perfectly well informed. Only through strategic
misrepresentation could it prevent the regulators to become the same. In
a changing environment both regulators and the firm will lack some
information. Hence, even if under perfect information the firm would
incur no losses and prices would converge to a constrained welfare
optimum this in general, will not be true under uncertainty. Recent work
by Bawa and Sibley (forthcoming) suggests that randomizing the regulatory
constraint may be a way out.9
Summing up, the process described by Vogelsang and Finsinger is defined
under specialized conditions. If these are not obtained other mechanisms
have to replace it to cope with postulate P7.
P8 (No misrepresentation): If the assumed conditions for the mechanism
hold the regulated firm has no incentive to misrepresent data to such an
extent that the process does not eventually converge to the constrained
welfare optimum. We simply require the regulator not to relax the
9In this sense, regulatory policy uncertainty can be advantageous under
well specified conditions.
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constraint if the firm shows a loss for a period. As Sappington (1979)
has shown, however, misrepresentation can occur on the way to the
optimum. This again hints at the validity of the general conjecture on
regulatory rules stated above in Section 4.1. Misrepresentation here can
take the special form of a waste of inputs. This is likely to follow
from the lump sum effect the constraint Rt has on the possibility of
cost manipulation. On the other hand, I submit that the incentive for
pure waste crucially depends on the shapes of the demand and cost
functions. The constraint Rt gives the firm enough degrees of freedom
not to be forced to misrepresent information in the form of waste.
The adjustment process described by Rt involves no systematic bias of
the Averch-Johnson type because there is no asymmetric treatment of any
cost component which the firm could influence. However, when applied
under realistic conditions the assumption of no intertemporal cost
effects will be violated. It is this feature that originally gave rise
to ror-regulation and to all the problems involved in measuring the cost
of capital to the firm. Once intertemporal cost effects are present,
cost of capital will play a dominant role also in this process.
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5. Extensions and Conclusion
We have tried to motivate some postulates for regulatory rules by
demonstrating their meaning in two concrete examples for pricing rules.
Regulatory rules may also be defined especially on other components of
regulation such as entry and the quality of service. A rule heavily
discussed in the recent literature on natural monopoly is whether one
should allow entry where the incumbent and the intruder are treated
differently by the regulator. It has been shown that the affirmative may
be suboptimal (e.g. Panzar and Willig, 1977). So another rule would be
to treat them similarly. To wit, if both firms have an obligation to
serve all demand at current prices, inefficient entry will be itself hard
to sustain. If nothing more an entry rule is simple as compared to the
direct regulation of entry, which takes recourse to proving that a
particular entry is efficient or not.
Similarly, an obligation to serve may be a clear rule only if the
consequences for not serving are specified. Obliging the regulated firm
to pay damages to unserved consumers may be one way to turn an obligation
to serve into a regulatory rule.
One consequence of discussing postulates not directly defined on
efficiency was to draw attention to procedural and informational problems
inherent in regulation. We conjecture that it may be impossible to avoid
strategic misrepresentation under regulatory rules that depend on data
observable to regulators external to the firm. As a consequence, it
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would be desirable to compare the extent and form this takes for
different regulatory rules. Furthermore, implementation costs as well as
the uncertainty caused by the limit in scope of applicability should be
compared before a judgement on a particular rule is made. Viewed from
these perspectives the Averch-Johnson effect may be a low price to pay
for a rule that is applicable under practically all circumstances.
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